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Politics has always captured the imaginatran of playwrights because it is
directly related with sociallife. The reason for playwrights' interest in pGlitics i$ that it
diredly affects the lives of societies which they bring to the stage. The competitio71
between polltical parties to hold the power is a natural part of the demorratic process.
David Hare, in The Absence of War, dwells on the ri-rJalry between the parties in power
and appasition in his country and generalizing the nature of this rivalry, he adds it cl

universal peculiarity. This study is an analysis of the playwright's approach to pC:Jlitics,
the war to hold power within a countyy and the mostly invisible competihan for
leadership within the same party.
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Özet

Sosyal yaşamla doğrudan bağlantılı olduğu için, politika her zammı oyun
yazarlarının ilgisini çekmiştir. Oyun yazarlarının politikaya ilgi du!.rmalannm nedeni,
sahneye getirdikleri toplumların yaşam biçimleri üzerinde politıkalIm doğrudım etkili
olmasında yatar. 5i]lasi partiler arasmda iktidara gelme savaşı demokratik sürecin
doğal bir parçasıdır. The Absence of War adiı oyununda David Hare iktidar ve
muhalefet partileri arasındaki yarışma üzerinde durur ve bu yarrşmamn doğasını

genişleterek ona evrensel bir nitelik kazandmr. Bu çalışma, oyun yazarımıı politika, bir
ülkede iktidarı elde etme savaşı ve aynı parti içindeki görülmeyen liderlik savaşı

konularına yaklaşımım ele almaktadır.

Anahtar [(elimeler: Politika, Siyasi Partiler, Rekabet .
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Since theatre has illways heıd close ties with political ıssues,

playwrights hilYe ınostly tilken social thenıes into consideration
from a politica] standpoint. The history of British drama, too, has

unquestionably exerted a siınilar development. Especially after World War II,

British theatre has become more of a politicalll' oriented arena of discussion.

Playwrights have excessively dea!t with politics because it is a suitable

medium, for the most pMt, in their pubhc statement (Bigsby 1993: 289). In this

way, thcy have had a cheınce to question a number of issues concerning those

in power who are expected to il11prove living conditions of individuals. This

<ıUitude to politics and pOlitic<ı1 affairs does not only reveal the existing
situation in England, bul ;ılso aims at seeking answers to same political

questions of universeıl relevancc. The way playwrights have focused on the

issue mal' undergo a varicty of criticisms from various quarters, but one thing

is certain: politics is a concept arousing irresistible feelings in the minds of

individuals in the modern world. Lt helps those sharing sensible thoughts of

universal validity have a wide horizon in their daily commitments.

To establish a rigoroııs basis for politics, playwrights in England in the

post-war decades have tried to achieve a deeper search year by year. Such
concepts as 'war', 'peace', 'freedom', 'equality', 'economy', 'welfare', ete. have

taken their unique p]aces among the areas of interest mostIl' handled with a
particular focus of attention on lived experience. Thus a kind of melting pot of
ideas about the relationship between established political convictions and
individua] viewpoint generated a Jiterature of political orientalion (Wandor
1993: 7). Of the leading figures of the Fringe Theatre in Britain, David Hare,

basing his theme mostly on concerns playing a large part in the lives of
individuals, has continued to contribute to the post-war tradition of criticism of

society and politics through tlıeatre (Olivia 1990: 2). HOlre, in whose "dramatic

works, poJiticians and institutions are specifically given a higher degree of
accountability" ,Takkaç 2006: 334}, has focused on politics and social issues

within national boundaries in most of his plays and a world-w ide scale in some
particular ones with an eclectic exploration of the social and political
conditions manifesting themselves in the world of politics.

As far as his understanding of politics is concemed, Hare can be said to
have uniquely shifted from a personal viewpoint to a national, and then to an
internationalone in delineating political standpoints. Writing, 5tuff Happms,
which is "about events leading up to the Iraq war" (Tagami 2006: L2), and
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which "is an effective political play" (Siege! 2006: 10), he expHcitly
demonstrates that he, as a dramatist caring for how things operate in the
modem world, does not suggest ideas only on national politics but handtes
political principles within a universal perspective. Hornby's evaluation about
5tuff Happens, revealing that "the scenes were basically accurate and the
characterizations completely agreeable" (2005: 650), supports the
appropriateness of the playwright in dwelling the issueat hand. In fad, the
critic's assessment of the playwright's precision in dealing with the themes he
brings to the notice of the audience can be generalized for his other pJays on
national and global institutions because Hare cautiously ooS€rves the political
framework of the modern age and makes reliable definitions. His appraisal of
contemporary people as individuals who "are !iving through a great, groaning,
yawling festival of change" (Itzin 1980: 333) is suggestiv€ of this observation.
His struggle to point out whether what every individua! experiences is what
makes people happy, whether people's criteria should be coHective, and
whether persons in today's problemattcal world would somehow be happy is
the indication by means of which his drama can be evaluated. (Hare 1978: 69)

The Absence of War (1993), the third part of his trilogy, including also
Rneing Demon, "which is a brilliant play about faith and holding on to faith"
(Davies 2002: 74), and Murmuring Judges, a critical assessment of the legal
system in Britain which "actually treats less than 2 percent of the crimes in
Britain, convicts even fewer criminals, then recycles them in jails that prove
training grounds for further misdeeds" (Glenn 1994: 219-20), is a play
examining aspects of domestic politics but revealing imphcations of worldwide
relevance at the same time. Hare's interest in active participation in politics is
not limited to writing .plays, he had taken active part in political issues before
writing this playand has continued being active in this crucial arena
afterwards, too, as a dramatist whose ideas are taken seriousiy:

Part of the renaissance of the Daily Telegraph in them Iate 1980s was a
brightening of the leader pages with columnists. At the start of the 1997
election campaign, the Telegraph presented his election 'Comment team',
containing altogether nine reguJar coiuınnists. These were to be augmented by
'an array of guest writers', including a daily ,Alternative Voice' from the left
wing playwright David Hare Calways controversiaı'). (Seymour-Ure 1998: 44)
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Hare, il rl<lywright with il keen eyf' oll rolitical matters, does nal dwell

only on politics in Tire A/J~('IIl'e tır War: severe consequences of the war are a1so

(losel)' witnessed ilS ıwll as ;ı number of other issues coııcerning daily Iives of
people. Therefore, it is not out of the ordinary to nole that, befare slarting his
discııssion aboııt. political is~ııes in the play, Hare makes the audience recaII
their knowledge of war bringing up the destiny of soldiers who have lost their
lives in wars sinee 1914. He feels obliged to refresh the audience's nıemory

noting that they owe a lot for being able to liye freely today to "the price of

freedom" (2) paid by their forefathers in wars up to now. He does not, without
<1 doubt, [imit the scope of freedotn with only British people; he generalizes it

to inclııde the men and women of other nations lo altach a universal meaning

to war, which is inseparable from politics.

in order to lily emphasis on the importance and significance of peace,

Hare helps those !iving in a (Quntry in peace remember the period of war
during which things were d i Herent. His commen t on such a period,
proclaiming the behilviour of people under dire circumstances, may be
regarded as an approach intended to urge people to make a comparison
between their own time and once-experienced hard period: "The country all
pulls together. People do what needs to be done" (40). Yet he presupposes that
peace mayalsa create an atmasphere of debate between rival groups in the
country, and that only the naturl' of war changes. This suggestion is to be
weighed up as an indicatian of the critique of the society including politicians

directing it.

The dramatist delibercıtelyestablishes a suggestive relation between war
and politics to poinl out the piece of ~nformation that human persona1ity is of a
nature alway.s in search of power. In this regard, the occurrence of wars, as
Hare seems to advocate, cannot be dissociated from this general tendency in
every issue touching on human life. Mareaver, it is obviously proposed in The
Abs(!/lC(? of War that politics is a pecu~iar type (lf war and war is a peculiar type

of politics. The play indicates that the underıying question in this specific
concern is the irresistible passion to aHain same goals as observed in any

country in the world. This central point, brought to light objectively in the play,
reminds the audience of the fact that the strtlggle (or this purpose results from
the conviction that political power is an opportunity to establish same
principles of life and existence depending on the eriterian of success of same
passionate individuals. ln view of this nation, the issues suggested in the play
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may be said to show the association between theory and practice through the
representatives of several positions side by side. In this way, Hare delineates
political strategy as a crucial factor determining the fate of anation, which is
reaııy a lesson in political psychology with .implications reflecting the
originality of this area of interest. This makes it possible for him to concentrate
the attention of the audience on the assumption that the characteristic features
of politics in countries with political systems [ike the one in England are almost
the same.

Establishing this kind of a relationship at the beginning of the play
between wars and politics, referring to wars as an end result of greed in
politics, the playwright communicates with his audience concentrating on the
nature of politics at large. Here, a question conceming Hare's intention comes
to the fore: what does the caHing of this living synthesis demonstrate? An
appropriate answer to this question should include the point that Hare is
classHied, as Baitz puts it, among those "waves of playwrights who speak to
their own generation" (1998: 34) intending to enlighten them on what they
need to know to set up paramount principles of life and existenee in the
modem world. Obviously, this is an especially important process for the writer
in that it enables him to convince the audienee of the indispensabiüty of
capturing the spiril of the age.

Reconciling his view of politics with the condilions of'the world at the
beginning of The Absence of War, the wrİter proposes that politics should serve
the welfare of sodeties in essence buİ, as seen in practice generaUy, numerous
plots that have become a natural part of politics have increased the lack of
confidence in politicians. For Hare, politicians' lives are full of undesirable
eharacteristics such as hypocrisy, self-indulgence, insatiability, ambition and
dissatisfaction; and this prevents them from performing their main service in
an appropriate way. For this reason, deliberating over people's needs in
essence, and wishing to witness improvement in this area of great import, he
wants politics to be of prime importanee for everyone in the world and "to
fulfill a real need in people's lives" (7). And he considers himself one of those
who reaııy care for the conditions under which theyare forced to Iive, and who
should raise their dissatisfaction concerning vital issues in their lives.

To inform the audienee of the exact nature of politics and war of powers
in the political system of his country, Hare, in the first place, deseribes the



events related to the condition of George, the leClder of the Opposition Party,
not seen in the plClY unlil Scene Three. For Andrew, his minder, "The
government has cars. And leams of civil servanıs. Resources. Buildings. Access

to the facts. But George has much less. He has only his private office" (3).

Moreover, those in power are presented as ones who "Never slacken the leash"
(4). Thi:" dramatist's critica] approach lo this sort of "political passion" (Zoglin
1996: 99) is a signific<ınt evaluation of politics in the modern world. His
comment on the inequality between the conditions faced by party leaders in
power and opposition also reveals a famiJiar ,ıspect of poJitical systems alı over
the world: the utilization of politİcal power. No party leader can make use of
this very effective weapon while in opposition. Hare insists that this type of
politics, political ways and political objectives should ultimately cause political
tricks, the result of which directly influences the lives of all the members of a

society. Thus, his passionate involvement in this peculiar aspecl of politics may

be evaluated as the reflection of the effort, as much as possible, to be a

conscious member of the modern world in which everything has much to do

wit~ politics.

Wrilten with the above-l11entioned considerations in the playwright's
mind, the play stresses apoint elearly known by everyone the world over: if
politics meets people's needs, there will be no remarkable objection to it, if not,
all details of political issues will inevitably be discussed unceasingly. The wide·
reaching validity of this idea is what Thc Abseııec of W17r is based on: politicians'
criticizing their opponents for their inefficiency and the struggle for power to
be in charge of public service. In fact, Hare's approach to the issue is that
politicians find it easy to criticize a large number of things about the issues

connected with the areas on which politics exerts some influence. The

following assessment by George is of this kind:

The country reels. The country is tired. This governmenı is tired. rı has
lived out its life. it has been here too long and now it continues without any
vitality or effective policy.

(From 171/ raU/ıd him thae are cries of'Questi011!', 'What's your questİon?')

it exists purely for one purpose: it exists in order to continue to exİst.

(Then İs ııpronr)



lt feels, it looks, it sounds like a lonely drunk wandering through the
streets at four-thirty in the moming, muttering to itself, blaming its
misfortunes on others and desperately searching, scrabbling through the early
moming trashcans for any political ideas it might stiıı be able to lift.

(More cries of'Question " 'Ask a question'.)

it faııs. lt falters. Only power itself motivates it now. The head has been
cut off. But the chieken keeps running. How long? The honourable members
ask me for a question. Yes i will give them a question. Please. Please tel! us
how long? (10-11)

George's above expression shows that the rules of the fight between
political parties are mostly determined by parties themselves and their leaders.
As the leader of the party in opposition, George can find lots of things to
criticize including even the time of the eleetion to influence persons on the
electoral roll, whieh is a sign showing, as well, that the play "offers a different
kind of dilernma: a battle over how to approaeh the electorate" (New
Statesman & Soeiety 1993: 29). But this does not mean that the presupposed
advantages will come true: those in opposition can never be sure that vaters
listening to such things will easily be convinced. He acknowledges the point
that no one can trust someone else on this slippery ground, and demonstrates
the untrustworthy nature of eampaigns during eleetions, utilizing the
viewpoint of Oliver, George's political advisor: "the people do stupid things_
Like wear your bloody T-shirt and then vote against you". (15)

In addition to the immorality observed in the political system in
England, Hare, in order not to lose universal relevance, makes generalizations
of the political dissatisfaetion in the world. As an instance to support his
perspeetive he disapproves of the rulers of Europe through George's axioms,
and stresses that there is almost no impeccable eharacter in the world of
politics. George finds it degrading that Kaisers stili "run Europe" (25), whieh is
an idea that becomes partieularly important when the changing eharaeteristie
nature of the lives of people in the whole world is weighed up. Although the
resemblance of the system in England with that of Europe is not openly stated,
one can stili get the impression that the playwright is not content with the
conditions experienced both in England and in other European eountries.



It should be noted that Hare does not Iimit polibcal issues with the
struggle between party leaders, what is experienced just before elections, and
rulers of countries; he hcındles domestic economy as another major area of
interest in politics and in politicians' lives. He is of the opinion that competence
in economy is amust, cı respoıısibilityas well as a merit, and no party leader
can be said to rule cl country properIy without supplying the economıc needs
of its citizens. For him, economic competence of parbes and party leaders in
particular must be able to cause effective and positive changes in the life of
every citizen of the society. That's why, "change for change's sake" (28) in viıal

issues in a country is not fa voured in The Abst/ıce of Wat.

The dramatist's trutlı-seeking suggestion concerning various aspects of
economy is quite outstanding given that it makes dear the widely-held
supposition that the rules of economy are not always applied by those who are
in charge of the publie service. Encouraging politicians, saying, "if you don't
take risks, then you don't make mistakes" (31), Hare notifies the neeessity of
taking vigorous steps. He presents the case of those in power who prefer to
disregard the rules of economy for fear that they may not be able to be re
eJected as a test case pulting forward the unreliable nature of polihcians. And it
is not surprising for him to stress the po int that political parbes care more for
their future than the future of the nation. When it comes to taking risks, as
Hare thinks, poljticians shou Id never ignore the real nature of the conditions
faced.

Having defined the inevitability but inapplieability of taking risks on the
part of politicians, Hare does not exclude from his play the comman
suppasition that labour parties cannot manage economy in a proper way. Even
George's publicity advisor, Lindsay's ironical assertion that George is "the only
thing standing in victory's way" (34) reveals this point clearly enough. Making
a responsible member of the Labour Party say such a thing, the playwright
draws aıtention to the long retajned structure of parties. More to the point, this
is alsa presented as the essence of the delicate balance between the viewpoints
of George, the opposition party leader, and Charles Kendrick, the prime
minister. Kendrick sees opposition as a party to run Britain down and tries to
impose his ideas on voters:
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This, i know, is a brave decision. lt's not one i have t·aken lightly at all. it

is not in any sense impetuous. Because, on the contrary, it is taken to avoid a
most damaging risk. We cannot have prosperity, we .cannot have sound
financial practice until the danger-however remote-of. a possible Labour
government is removed from the back of people's minds.

i would not allow a creeping paralysis to undermine.the very real strides
of progress we have made.

i will fight this election-alongside my wife Carole-because i arn tired of
the relentless negativity, of listening to an Opposition which does nothing but
run Britain down. That tires me. Because this is a great country. [ believe, the
greatest on earth. So for my children, and their future children-as weıı as my
wife, Carole-let us end the uncertainty. (37-38)

As seen Cıearly from the content of Kendrick's talk, the ruling Liberal
Party is almost threatening vaters with a dark future if they favour not the
Tory government but the Labour Party. Dwelling on this aspect of politics, the
dramatist suggests messages which cannot be limited only wjth the case
observed in England because the point he deals with is an issue which is
thought to have universal bearing. Actuaııy, so striking are the similarities
throughout the world in the playwright's opinion concerning traditional
understanding of parties that he cannot help saying "life is much less tricky for
the Tories" (17) through George's mouth.

Since The Absence of War reflects the world-wide implication that
conservative parties manage economy better than labour parties, being in
charge of money is hardly regarded as a matter George can overcome. That is
why, George is advised not to daim any success at this poinL When it comes to
puHing into effect some economic measures, the distinction between parties
become more apparenL The resolutian of the Labour 'Party in favour of
abalishing "mortgage tax relief" (45) in order to finance spending plans, a very
decisive step unexpected from the Labour Party, causes a conflict even among
those who occupy leading positions in the same party. Hare seems to have
deliberately included this matter in the play. His crucial point, as it seems from
this proposition, is to tell the pubhe "However unfair it isli (44). Due to the
cornman belief that economy is thought to be dealt with better by Tory
governments, the critical approach in this matter to the Labour Party is
reflected as a supposedly cornman but essentially misleading belief.
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POrlrJying ıhis COIKı'rıl vi"idly, Ihe wriler imposl:'s J kind of superiorily
on 'fairn~ss' raıher thiHl 'L'qllJlily' as regards tlw appraisLll of political parlies

es~wciilııy in a coııntry whieh is about lo ho ıcı elections. But he does nol

disregard the facl ıhal there musl be a way to evalııate politicians and politica)

pJrliı's. As far as he is concl'med, polilicians cannot be evaluaıed properIy with

,ı sc,,!e other IhZln the norm" of the socieıy cmd without the magnitude of
sociJ ııy Jc(epted va IlIl'S.

Anather point of intt'rı'~ı lo be taken inlo consideration even-handedly
for Ihe global relevanCı' ııi Ilıe pl,ı}" is tlw c,ısL' of p,ırt}" leaders overtly stressed
Ihrough Ceorge's set of circll111stances. The dranıatist openly supports the
Ihoughl that actions of pJrty ıeZlders should be Consisıent \Vith the expectalions

of the general public. He indudes even Ceorge in the group he criticizes for

this reason even Ihouglı he presenIs him as a party leader who dislikes the

behaviour of po!iticians iııdi«ıting the general assuınption that what happens

is what they foresee. His suggeslion that party leaders should be carefu! in

evaluating their ~)osition is Ll two-ended opinion: criticism and evaiuation of
Ihemselves, and criticisnı ,md ev,ıluation of their opponents. Keeping in mind
the facl that critici7ing olwsı'lf is not an all-iııclusive ",pplication in politics,
Hare pojnts out thilt politics can only be a~)proached more accurately ii
politicians eome wiıhin the reach of the nature oi politie,ıl issues appropriately,
,:ınd he does not favour policy-nıakerswho alwa.vs handie problems from their
partial perspective. In tlıj~ rl'gard, the success of politicians in power is taken
into accounl from a viewpoint reilecting the inclusion of the expectations of the

meınbers of the society in The Absl'lln' of Wrır. To eSlablish a c10se Jink between

the daily needs of the Illenıbers of ıhe societ)' and the atlitııde of politicians
towards the expectcıtioıı oi ıhe public, Hilre discloses a discussion on the way
governments spend 111oney. He inclııdes even the money spent for military
ends in the play as apoint to focus on. Yet he prefers not to dietate his own
ideas in respect of whether governments should spend money in peacetime in
order to wage a possible war in the future. For him it is a kind of behaviour
concerning "an aet of sense" (46) and "an act of stratı:>gy" (46). However, when
his personal view is considered, il can be suggested that he is certainly against
war, bul he does not ignore the inevitabdity of securing the prospect of the
nation just in case.

Hare may be said to have considered the history of mankind, which has

often included wars, and then reached such a conclusion. This is a remarkable
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point that leads him to put the blame on politicians who, he believes, are
responsible for the outbreak of wars. He knows that the effect of wars being in
the mlnds of people, one of the urgent needs of the citizens should be 'moral
imperative', whlch must be the sole power to lead societies. Thus he criticizes
the kind of political systems in which rulers do not properly handIe things. But
he does not disregard its intrinsic difficulty: he is aware that conditions
experienced in the contemporary world do not let politicians "Fight evi!" (84),
the prime requirement from those responsible for the future welfare and
secmity of the whole world.

Being a play focusing on a domestic issue in a way reflecting universal
relevance, The Absence of War reveals a unique example of the common political
debate to be seen in any country before an ele<:tion. And as an innate part of
democratic process, waiting in opposition with the aiın of having a chance to
do something is considered a difficult way of existence. The play's exciting
theme disclosing this fact reaches its cılmax in the scene of the interview
between Linus Frank, a television programme maker, and George. lt reflects
the cause and result of change when the general supposition towards various
parties is viewed:

LINUS: There's a question now, Mr Jones, I'd like to raise with you ... to
do, if i may, with your policjes ... and the feeling perhaps you've now changed
policy so often that no one quite knows where your party stands.

GEORGE: Yes of course l've heard that. It's tr.ue we've, er, changed
certain things, certain, er, ideas ... but of course that's just being responsive, just
being responsible, responding to what people say.

LINUS: Yes but surely...

GEORGE: if i may just finish. We can't win on this. When Tories change
policies, it's called flexibilityand it's said to show strength. When we do it, it's
vacillation and people say that we're weak. (67)

The above conversation culminates and ends with Linus' questions
about the abalition of mortgage tax relief. George can neither openly support
nar openly deny the plan. The outcome of this interview is the worst thing to
happen to George, and to the Labour Party in a period so close to the election.
As amatter of fact, Linus has obtained this secret plan, which he uses against
George without hesitation, from same members of the Labour Party who, most

si
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probilbly, delibl.'l'JlL'ly did such il thing lo end George's leadership in the parly.
llilre regards this ilS J lIniqııe eXJnıpie of "an ironic comment on fidelity"
(KJnfcr 1998: 23) which is supposed lo lake plcl(e in all human comınilmenls.

This, Jmong olhers, sııpports Ihe idea IhJt he mJkes every allempt to reveal

IIli.' strııggle (Or leJdl'rship in parties as apoinI nexl lo ideologica] fight

bl'twel'n partil's, ,md to put forwJrd the piecl' o( evidence ıhat people may

o(len enough use same politicJl \H'JpOnS in the peJcetirne. (Bu II 1984: 61)

Hilre includes JS man)' delails as he Ciln aboııl the nalure of politics in

the pl<ıy to demonslrJle thilt he appro<ıches the issue relevantly. Dwelling on

ıhl' question of riv<ıl ry is <ılso ci c<ıse serving th is pll rpose. Hare focuses on the

competilion lo hold tlll.' power wiıhin the same p<ırty cls <ı critical poinı jusl as

imporl'1nt JS the war for suprl'm<ıcy between coıınlries and rival parbes within
the s'1me cmıntry. And he notl'S tlı;]t without (onformity wilhin a pcırty

inslitııtion il becomes l'\"L'n mnre difficıılt lo direcı Ihe whole nation, as
observed in George's <ıpprJis<ıl reflecting that he distrusls Maleolm: "I don't

know, Maleolnı. You're like a lot of peop!e in the Labour Party. You want to be

its Leader one day. A Li(e L'1bour P'1rty politics. The gossip. The factions. The

<ırgumenls. (84-85)

Involving such Jn undeniably prob<ıble instance in the play, the

plilywright aims ilt illlıstrating the filct that, illthough il party leader has to

work with a team of his own, he may sometimes have to faee up to unexpected

disloyal conduct of osıensibly loyal members. George's faıılt is to trııst

everyone araund him. In <ı sense, he lives in a world cre'1ted by his team, never
hearing thaı anything is wrong. His team keeps him aWJy from television and
newspapers. His life is so confined within the borders framed by his team that
no one can h,we the Cııaııee LO be able lo talk to him aboLlt (undamental issues.

Hare requests that a p'1rty leClder should not be like a p<ıtient and those around

him should not behave like nurses. He wants politicians to behave in an

appropriate w'1y, to m<ıke deeisions expected from ıhem, and to organize their

aclions in accordanel' with the ineviıable neeessities of their eountries and
politica/ parties.

The discussion on whether lo change parly [eaders when it is dear that a
party will most prob'1bly not win the fortheoming eleetion is a further poinl of
signifieanee in Hare's eslimation. The play makes a clear-eut distinction
belween parties, giying a eonvincing example from Ihe world of politics. And
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the behaviours of party leaders are tested on adeceney scale in this respect.
Hare "is more interested in the contortions decent people put themselves
through to fol1ow their obsessions while maintaining decorum" (Corliss 1993:
51). To tell the truth, decency is evaluated in the play as a concept of universal
relevance whatever the conditions may be. This approach, of courseı attributes
to the play a somewhat different feature: The Absence of War has kinship with
"Condition of England" novels (Leithauser 1995: 80) because it has a
peculiarity that helps create a drama with social and moral messages in
addition to political ones.

In his effort to reflect the overall manifestation of politics and of political
partiesı Hare inserts his political ideas into the play's message so that his
understanding of politics as a constructive agent in the lives of individuals
could be openly revealed. As George declares, while addressİng an audience of
thousands in an arena before the electionı his socialism "is concrete. It is rea!. It
is to do with helping people. it is the way in which we go forward now to
make this a country in which everyone is helped." (95). This type of an
assessment should be thought to contain the elements of the idealism in the
playwright's mind. Hare emphasizes the point that politicians mostly know
what to do, but they wO)..lld rather not do il. The fact that George is questioning
why he cannot speak of what he believes is really a mind-stimulating
description of the nature of politics and the hindsight of those preoccupied
with il.

Hare concludes the play making Tories win the election. George, losing
the election, decides to leave his pasition, even proposes -ironically- to join
Tory Party. The leader of Tory Party, Kendrick's comment that "The nightmare
of Labour government has now receded" (108) indicates the continuity of the
existing system. And George's expression that "Being told everything i love
and value no longer meets the needs of the day" (109) is a sign of
disappointmenL Ending the play in this way should be seen as the critical
attitude of the writer towards the very nature of politics as a field of
competition which is not much different in other countries from the one in
England.

Consequently, in The Absence of War, Hare openly puts forward his
expectations from politicians. His evaluation of himself clarifies his stance to
playwrights as welL. "Artists write according to what theyare moved to do, not
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what they're told to do, and not for sociological need" (Marmion 2005: 36). He
firmly states that politics is J profession in which nothing is without a positive

and negative resulı. The significant point to note about the message of the play
suggests that there is an inevitable need to establish mutua! trust on which
everything for a hopeful future can be based. Otherwise, people will a!ways
find enemies within their own countries as well as finding theın outside their
borders, and a never-ending war will be kept on in the world. This arresting
reality is openly stated in Tlıe Abseııer ofWnr. Hare's resentment against politics
and politicians must be evaluated as the definition of the outcome of the
displeasing experience he has personaHy witnessed: "We have seen, We have
known. And we have riot changed" (Chambers and Prior 1987: 18). This shows
that Hare, feeling the need to take place in the political arena as a playwright,

tries to find out "the answers to political questions" (Hare 1986: 115) which are
raised in his country but which alsa have global relevance. And, unfortunately,

he sees that wars never eiıd, theyonly gain newand distinct characteristics in
periods when people think that the world is in peace.
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